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Introduction
Packaging structure plays an important role in the current development of electronic components. Thermal fracture is the major failure model of packaging materials. It absorbed great attention from the international research community. The study of the thermal fracture problems of package structures is important for the designment, optimization and reliable application of package structures. The mechanism of the interfacial fracture problems in packaging structure under thermal loading is studied by many researchers. Desai and Whitenack [1] reviewed some models and for thermomechanical stress analysis in electronic packaging structure and identified the capabilities and limitations of them. Nied [2] investigated the interface fracture problems of electronic packaging. Wang et al. [3] studied the interfacial fracture toughness in a flip-chip package subjected to a constant concentrated line load and a bimaterial system under thermal loading condition. In this paper, the thermal interface crack problem of a flip-chip packaging is investigated and the thermal stress intensity factors (TSIFs) are evaluated by means of an interaction integral.
Simplified model of flip-chip packaging
In this paper, a simplified model of a flip-chip packaging structure is adopted for evaluating the thermal interface crack problem. As shown in Fig. 1 , there is a simplified model which ignoring some tiny structures such as lead. Due to the symmetry, we take the left half of this model to analyze. The model size can be seen in Fig. 2 and the material properties are shown in Table 1 [4]. There is an interface crack located at the left side of the mode. If the crack tip is near the interface of the Solder and Encapsulant, the integral domain will contain three complex interfaces. It is difficult to obtain the crack tip TSIFs using J-integral because the J-integral lost the path-independent in this condition. So we use the interaction integral to deal with this complex situation. And j m is the outward normal vector to the contour 2 G . For interface crack problem, the interaction integral can be derived as the following form using the divergence theorem from. Iuuuumqd sssedsssed
According to the definitions of the auxiliary fields [6] , the interface integral can be obtained as 0
So, the interaction energy integral for the thermal interface problems can be written as When the crack intersects another interface J G , a liner integral should be added to the interaction integral express [7] , that is the TSIFs easily if the interaction integral I is determined.
Examples and discussions
As shown in Fig. 2 , the model contains a edge interface crack of length a . In this example, one-dimensional thermal conduction is assumed (along x-direction). Firstly, we set the crack length a as 0.75cm . Fig.4 shows the deformation of the model (Multiplier 100). It can be seen that the Si layer and the Soder layer is delaminating because of the existence of crack.
In order to verify the domain-independence of the interaction integral, four domains ( ctip R/R =8,16, 20,24) are selected. Where tip R is the edge length of the elements at the crack tip and c R is the radius of the referenced circular contour C I . Table 2 shows the TSIFs computed for different integral domains. In Table 2 , the maximum relative error of the TSIFs computed for different ctip R/R is less than 0.3%. Thus, the domain-independence of the present method can be demonstrated. Fig. 4 shows the TSIFs varies with the different crack length. It can be observed that when the crack tip across the interface of the Solder and Encapsulant, the TSIFs have a great change. It can be that the mismatch of material properties can affect the TSIFs dramatically. 
Summary
The interaction integral method can be used to obtain the TSIFs of the flip-chip packaging under thermal loading. The interaction energy integral can be proved to be domain-independent for the interface crack problems even when the integral domain intersecting another interface with discontinuous thermomechanical properties. Due to this, some thermal fracture problems in electronic packaging with complex structures can be solved effectively with high efficiency. The domain-independence of the interaction energy integral is verified. An example is proposed to study the influence of the discontinuous material properties on the TSIFs. It can be found that the material properties have a great effect on the TSIFs.
